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You are advised to spend 40 minutes answering the questions in this booklet.
THE “FARM PARK” TOURIST CENTRE
QUESTION ONE
A farm park offers two activities to visitors: the farm show and the farm walk.
In one weekend the farm park had a total of 200 visitors:
85 went to the farm show
•
•
120 went on the farm walk
•
50 didn’t participate in either activity; instead they just visited the farm park shop to make
purchases.
(a)

Calculate the probability that a randomly selected visitor from the group went to the farm
show only.

(b)

Are the events “a visitor went to the farm show” and “a visitor went on the farm walk”
mutually exclusive? Justify your answer.
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QUESTION TWO
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The farm park shop sells six different styles of woollen jersey and four different styles of alpaca
jersey. A visitor to the shop buys three jerseys.
If the visitor randomly chooses three different styles of jersey to buy, calculate the probability that
exactly two of them are alpaca jerseys.
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QUESTION THREE
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As well as buying jerseys at the farm park shop, people can also buy them on-line through the farm
park’s web site.
One weekend the farm park made a combined total of 85 jersey sales from visitors to the shop and
from its on-line sales.
The table below summarises those sales:

Purchaser was a New Zealander
Purchaser was a non–New Zealander
TOTAL

Jersey sales
Farm park shop
On-line
25
32
6
22
31
54

TOTAL
57
28
85

Suppose two of the sales are selected at random. Calculate the probability that exactly one of the
two selected sales was made on-line to a non–New Zealander.

QUESTION FOUR
The farm park shop sells other products as well as jerseys. Of the visitors to the shop one day, 20%
bought other products and 84% bought jerseys. The probability that a visitor on that day bought
other products given that they also bought jerseys was 0.15.
Calculate the probability that a randomly selected visitor on that day bought both jerseys and other
products.
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QUESTION FIVE
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Goods that are ordered on-line from the farm park shop are delivered in packages to customers. Two
companies, Quality Couriers and Fast Movers, deliver the packages.
Quality Couriers makes 80% of the deliveries. It has been found that 3% of the packages delivered
by Quality Couriers and 5% of the packages delivered by Fast Movers are damaged as a result of
mishandling by the delivery companies. Assume that damage to packages occurs independently.
Three packages delivered in the last year are randomly selected.
(a)

Calculate the probability that all three packages are not damaged as a result of mishandling by
the delivery companies.

(b)

Given that none of the three packages are damaged as a result of mishandling by the delivery
companies, calculate the probability that all three were delivered by Fast Movers.
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QUESTION SIX
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The farm park shop also sells gift boxes containing fruit jams and chutneys. Suppose a gift box
holds m jars of fruit jam and n jars of chutney. Three jars are selected randomly from the box. The
probability that there are exactly two jars of fruit jam in the selection is twice the probability that
there are exactly two jars of chutney in the selection.
Prove that m = 2n – 1.
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Extra paper for continuation of answers if required.
Clearly number the question.
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